
 
 

 

Daf Review: Shabbos 13 

Compiled by Binyomin Edinger 

 The Mishnah stated one should not read by the light of a lamp on Shabbos (one may come to increase oil flow to the 

wick which is “Ha’varah”) 

o Raba says even if the lamp is positioned out of reach (many floors away) one may not read. No room for 

exemptions on this baseline ruling. 

o Gemara suggest two people may read together from lamp; Mishna only mentioned one person 

 Gemara clarifies that two may read together from same source/documents/parsha; but not 

different sources 

o Any size group may not read from bonfire light- people are too distanced to stop each other 

o An Adam Chashuv may read since he typically doesn’t adjust his own lamp. This position is challenged since 

a Kohein Gadol once caught himself about to adjust a lamp on Shabbos (or even actually adjusted his lamp 

on Shabbos and required a Chatas). 

o One Beraisa says an attendant may check dishes for cleanliness by candle light on Shabbos; one Beraisa says 

attendant may not. Conflict is resolved based on employment status of attendant (regular vs. temp), or on 

lamp fuel type (oil vs. kerosene). A story with attendant who did this check on Shabbos is brought as proof.  

 Mishnah said the Shamash/Gabbai/Baal Koreih may assist children with reading from the Torah on Shabbos by 

candlelight but he may not read 

o Beraisa says Baal Koreih may read beginning of Aliyah to know the Aliyah start/stops but not entire Parsha 

o Beraisa says children may read due to fear of the Shamash/Gabbai/Baal Koreih watching 

 Mishnah says a Zav should not eat a meal with a Zava lest they commit an Aveirah 

o This is a stringent rule since both the Zav and Zava are Tamei already (vs. Tamei and Tahor person eating 

together) 

o A pious Zav shouldn’t eat with ignorant Zav so he shouldn’t be influenced (either during or after Zav status)  

o Can a Niddah sleep in the same bed as husband while clothed? 

 Chicken and milk may be placed on the same table (only a Rabbinic Issur) according to Beis Shammai 

but not Beis Hillel. Same opinions apply to Niddah question. This is countered due to chicken and 

milk case being one person vs. Niddah where two people are involved and will check each other. 

Proof is that two people may eat at same table with one eating milk and on meat. Counter to this is 

that table may be shared by strangers as they won’t share food while Niddah case has familiarity. 

Response back is that Niddah case has two people + a sign (clothes) which will keep separation. 

 Our Mishnah said Zav and Zava may not eat together due to no sign (only two people) 

 Final ruling is that they may not sleep together while clothed due to a proof from a Pasuk in 

Yechezkeil comparing Niddah to Eishes Ish (counter to position of Rav P’dus) 

 A story about a Talmid Chacham who died very young and Tanah Eliyahu told his wife that their 

conduct during Shivah N’Kiiyim (eating, drinking, and sleeping together) caused the early death. 

 New Mishnah: Eighteen rulings were learned in the attic of Chanayah ben Chizkiya  

 Are the rulings from the previous Mishna part of the eighteen rulings or is it only moving forward? 

 Yes. Wording is that “and these are the rulings that were learned in the attic” inclusive of the 

previous Mishnah. 

 Megillas Taanis is about days on which one may not fast due to miraculous events occurring and 

was written by Chanayah ben Chizkiya. Gemara states there are too many T’zaros nowadays for us 

to feel salvation.     

 


